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ABSTRACT: Few-layer graphene is a prototypical layered material, whose
properties are determined by the relative orientations and interactions between
layers. Exciting electrical and optical phenomena have been observed for the
special case of Bernal-stacked few-layer graphene, but structure−property
correlations in graphene which deviates from this structure are not well
understood. Here, we combine two direct imaging techniques, dark-ﬁeld
transmission electron microscopy (DF-TEM) and wideﬁeld Raman imaging, to
establish a robust, one-to-one correlation between twist angle and Raman intensity
in twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG). The Raman G band intensity is strongly
enhanced due to a previously unreported singularity in the joint density of states of tBLG, whose energy is exclusively a function
of twist angle and whose optical transition strength is governed by interlayer interactions, enabling direct optical imaging of these
parameters. Furthermore, our ﬁndings suggest future potential for novel optical and optoelectronic tBLG devices with angledependent, tunable characteristics.
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throughput; such capabilities are essential for understanding
structure−property correlations in tBLG.
Indeed, large-scale Raman imaging of CVD tBLG shows
distinct, domain-like features not seen in SLG. Figure 1a shows
a white light, contrast-enhanced reﬂection image of CVD
graphene transferred to a Si/285 nm SiO2 substrate, which
contains several multilayer areas. The bilayer graphene (BLG)
appears darker than single layer graphene (SLG),27 but with
spatially homogeneous intensity. In contrast, a wideﬁeld Raman
image28 of the same area shows striking variations in G band
intensity within these multilayer areas, with polygonal domains
which evoke the orientation angle-dependent grain structure
observed in recent DF-TEM studies of CVD graphene.29,30
To correlate features like those in Figure 1a with the
structure of tBLG, we have developed an imaging platform that
allows both Raman and DF-TEM imaging on the same samples.
Our CVD graphene is transferred to thin (5 or 10 nm) silicon
nitride membranes, which are compatible with both techniques.28,29 With this, we have imaged over 50 CVD tBLG
domains with known twist angles, the data from which are
shown in Figures 1b and 2 (and Figures S1, S5, S6, S8, and S9).
A representative DF-TEM image, and wideﬁeld G and 2D band
images (Eex = 2.33 eV or λ = 532 nm), of one area containing

ilayer graphene produced by mechanical exfoliation of
HOPG is almost exclusively Bernal-stacked and possesses
properties distinct from those of single-layer graphene,1,2 such
as the opening of a band gap under a perpendicular electric
ﬁeld3,4 and unique Raman5−7 and infrared8,9 optical spectra.
However, many departures from this structure are possible for a
multilayer system, including variations in interlayer distance,
strain, stacking faults, and rotational mismatches,10,11 resulting
in new electronic, optical, and mechanical behaviors.12−17 In
particular, recent experiments have shown that a signiﬁcant
proportion of the bilayer graphene produced by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) is twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG),10,18
where the layers are rotated by a relative angle θ (Figure 1a,
inset).
Recent scanning tunneling spectroscopy,19,20 Raman spectroscopy,21−25 and optical absorption26 studies of tBLG have
provided evidence of intriguing, θ-dependent electronic and
optical properties, such as new Van Hove singularities in the
low-energy electronic density of states19 and strong Raman G
band enhancement21,23 at speciﬁc angles. However, these
studies are not comprehensive enough to generalize the
properties of tBLG for arbitrary θ because they lack the
capability to determine θ both accurately and over a large area
for many samples. Instead, ideal experiments would allow
simultaneous structural identiﬁcation and studies of physical
properties in tBLG with high spatial resolution and high
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Figure 1. (a) An optical reﬂection image of CVD graphene transferred to Si/285 nm SiO2 and a large area wideﬁeld G band Raman image of the
same region. The G band image contains striking features in the multilayer regions, which are not seen in the reﬂection image. (inset) Structure of
tBLG with a twist angle θ. (b) Dark-ﬁeld TEM, G band, and 2D band Raman images of the same multilayer tBLG sample. The features in the Raman
image correspond well with twisted bilayer domains identiﬁed with DF-TEM (θ is labeled for each domain in the TEM image). Raman spectra for
several domains are also shown.

10 diﬀerent tBLG domains with varying θ is shown in Figure
1b. The DF-TEM image is a false color composite of the
domains mapped individually by diﬀraction-ﬁltered imaging, as
in ref 29, while the wideﬁeld Raman images were acquired in 2
min apiece using optical bandpass ﬁlters, as in ref 28. These
images clearly demonstrate that the variations in Raman
intensity are strongly correlated with θ; furthermore, the
intensity of both bands is nearly constant within a domain. The
Raman intensities are also uniform across diﬀerent tBLG
domains with similar θ grown under diﬀerent synthesis
parameters (see Supporting Information).
In particular, there is a strong enhancement of the G band
integrated area (AG) for a few speciﬁc domains, such as the
12.4° domain in Figure 1b, while all others show similar AG
(∼1.5× that of SLG). We obtain full Raman spectra for each
domain (see Figure 1b), allowing us to detail the quantitative
relationship between G band area (AG), twist angle (θ), and
laser excitation energy (Eex). Figure 2a shows a plot of AG
(normalized to AG for SLG) vs θ, measured at Eex = 2.33 eV. AG
follows a universal curve as a function of θ, with peak
enhancement at θpeak = 12.5 ± 0.1°. Furthermore, we ﬁnd an
approximately linear relationship between Eex and θpeak. Figure
2b shows wideﬁeld G band images of the same BLG area at
three diﬀerent excitation energies. For each, a diﬀerent domain
exhibits enhancement, with θ later identiﬁed with DF-TEM.
Over 0.8 eV of variation in Eex, we ﬁnd that θpeak changes by
∼6° (Figure S1); we plot these points in Figure 2b. Combined,
our data unambiguously show that the enhancement in AG has
a universal, one-to-one correspondence with θ for CVD tBLG.
While similar behavior was observed by others,21,23 our data
provide the ﬁrst direct and spatially resolved conﬁrmation of its
structural origin.
This θ-dependent behavior cannot be the result of the optical
transitions expected within two isolated graphene sheets, which
should provide uniform, broadband characteristics.1 Instead, to
determine its main cause, we detail below a general description
of all possible optical transitions and their eﬃciencies in tBLG;
our description also allows comparisons between diﬀerent
mechanisms for G band enhancement, including the “double

Figure 2. (a) A plot of G band integrated intensity (AG) vs θ across
many tBLG samples. Our data form a universal curve with strong
enhancement near one speciﬁc twist angle. The ﬁt is from a simpliﬁed
calculation of G band intensity using our parallel band model, as
described in the text and Supporting Information. (b) wideﬁeld G
band images of the same tBLG regions at three diﬀerent excitation
wavelengths. A diﬀerent domain exhibits strong G band enhancement
in each image (scale bar 5 μm). Plotted are Eex vs θpeak for each of our
available excitation wavelengths, based on data from many samples,
alongside a plot of the parallel band singularity energy vs θ (described
in the text).
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Figure 3. (a) Band structure of tBLG for noninteracting layers. The Dirac cones from each layer (orange, blue) are separated in k space by the twist
angle θ. (b) Schematics of the two types of optical transitions, intra- and interlayer, which conserve momentum in noninteracting tBLG. No
interlayer transitions are allowed below an energy Δ, but there is a large singularity in the interlayer JDOS at Δ due to the parallel valence and
conduction bands. (c) A slice through the band structure of tBLG with interlayer interaction, which causes splitting of the electronic states near the
degeneracy point (shaded). Possible parallel band and intralayer transitions are labeled. Below is a plot of the square velocity matrix element, which is
proportional to |Mop|2, for each transition type (calculated from a tight binding model at 13.2°). The dashed line is the square velocity matrix element
for intralayer transitions in single layer graphene. (d) Schematics of two mechanisms considered for G band enhancement. For the previously
proposed double resonance model (top), one optical transition in both of the possible pathways is not allowed. On the other hand, parallel band
transitions have a high JDOS and are signiﬁcant over many states.

This expression approaches the single layer JDOS for E ≫ Δ,
but the second term diverges as E ∼ Δ, producing a singularity
in the interlayer JDOS for tBLG.
The electronic interaction between the two layers results in
two main modiﬁcations to this model. First, splitting occurs at
the degeneracy points in the band structure of tBLG. Second,
near the degeneracy point, optical transitions are no longer
strictly interlayer or intralayer because the relevant states are
hybridized from both layers. However, the bands corresponding
to the original interlayer transition continue to run parallel to
each other through the avoided crossing (see Figure 3c,d). We
refer to the transitions between these bands as “parallel band”
transitions, which captures their behavior both near and away
from the degeneracy point. While the splitting leads to
additional van Hove singularities in the single-particle
electronic density of states, as observed with scanning tunneling
spectroscopy,19 it has a small eﬀect on JDOS for both the
parallel band and intralayer optical transitions (Figure S2)
because the states aﬀected by this splitting are a small subset of
the total states which contribute to either type of transition.
We next consider the optical transition matrix element, Mop,
for both parallel band and intralayer transitions. We have used a
tight binding model at a commensurate angle (13.2°, see Figure
S3) to calculate Mop for these transitions in tBLG. Figure 3c
shows a plot of the square velocity matrix element (∝
(ω|Mop|)2, see Supporting Information) in k-space for all
possible types of transitions. Our calculations provide two
central results. First, they show that intralayer transitions are
suppressed near the degeneracy point. Immediately, this
suggests that the previously proposed double resonance process
for G band enhancement, which utilizes intralayer and parallel
band transitions simultaneously (Figure 3d), is weak near the
degeneracy point and is unlikely to provide a full explanation
for our data. Also, as discussed previously, the JDOS associated
with this process (i.e., states where splitting occurs) is

resonance” model proposed previously.21 We examine two key
factors, the joint density of states (JDOS) and the optical
transition matrix element (Mop), which govern the strength of
absorption and Raman scattering. We ﬁnd that it is necessary to
include a new class of transitions, “parallel band” optical
transitions, which have not been explicitly studied before in
tBLG; on the basis of our considerations of the JDOS and Mop
of the available optical transitions in tBLG, we conclude that
parallel band optical transitions are the prevailing cause of the
observed G band enhancement.
First, we discuss the JDOS for optical transitions in tBLG.
Initially, we consider the band structure of tBLG with a twist
angle θ for noninteracting layers, which is two sets of six Dirac
cones, also separated by θ (Figure 3a). In principle, there exist
two types of transitions for every value of k: intralayer and
interlayer optical transitions. The JDOS of SLG, as well as
intralayer transitions in tBLG, can be derived by mapping all of
the states within a pair of Dirac cones sharing the same apex (K
point) that satisfy the momentum and energy conservation for
a given Eex. These states form a pair of circles whose diameter
increases linearly with Eex, resulting in the well-known linear
JDOS vs energy (E) (Figure 3b, left). We use the same
selection rules to examine interlayer transitions (Figure 3b,
right). From Figure 3b, it is clear that interlayer transitions are
forbidden below an energy of Δ = ℏvF(ΔK), where ΔK is the k
space separation between the apexes of the two cones.
However, there are many states between k = ±ΔK/2, where
the valence and conduction cones run parallel to each other,
with a transition energy near Δ. We can analytically derive the
JDOS for this transition as a function of E (see Supporting
Information), which is given by
( 1 − (Δ/E)2 + 1/ 1 − (Δ/E)2 )(E /π ℏ2vF 2)
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signiﬁcance of these eﬀects, we include all possible transitions
in a simpliﬁed expression for the Raman intensity (see Figure
S5) in tBLG with varying θ. Indeed, we ﬁnd that parallel band
transitions provide a G band enhancement near θpeak which is
more than an order of magnitude larger than the absorption
signal. As expected, we calculate that the double resonance
process provides only a minor contribution to the G band
behavior. Slight adjustment of the coupling parameters
calculated with tight binding (see Supporting Information)
provides us with the ﬁt to our data shown in Figure 2a. We can
also compare the values of Eex vs θpeak that we determined
experimentally to a plot of Δ vs θ (Figure 2b), which we
estimate as the energy where the cones from each layer overlap
in a noninteracting tight binding model. They coincide very
closely, which conﬁrms that the parallel band optical transitions
alone also provide a quantitative prediction of this parameter.
Despite the strong similarity between our theory and data, our
current model does not consider spatial and temporal variations
that exist in the structure of our tBLG samples, including
changes in interlayer spacing (Figure S7), commensurability,
and strain.10 To account for these variations, which occur on
scales less than our ∼1 μm spatial resolution and ∼1 min
acquisition time, an accurate theory needs to describe an
average behavior and explain the optical properties of
incommensurate tBLG for all possible θ. Such theories are
currently lacking and beyond the scope of our current paper.
Our data and the parallel band transition model have exciting
implications for future studies of tBLG. First, even though Mop
for parallel band transitions is strongest near the degeneracy
point, there is a signiﬁcant contribution from other states as
well, due to the long tail in Mop and the large contribution of
these additional states to the parallel band JDOS singularity. By
calculating JDOS × |Mop|2 over various parts of the tBLG band
structure, we estimate that roughly 50% of the absorption peak
in tBLG is due to strongly hybridized states within one fwhm of
the peak in |Mop|2 (see Figure 3c, shaded area), while 50% is
due to transitions from all the other states. These states are not
well hybridized between the layers but have electron densities
that are strongly localized (85% or higher) in one layer; thus,
the parallel band transitions outside the shaded region in Figure
3c are very close to true interlayer transitions. These interlayer
transitions could lead to interesting optical properties unique to
tBLG. For instance, an applied electric ﬁeld between the layers
should break the interlayer symmetry, splitting the energy of
interlayer transitions from the valence band of layer 1 to the
conduction band of layer 2 and vice versa. This could
potentially enable directionally controlled optical pumping of
electrons between layers. Excitons, which were not considered
in this work, can be signiﬁcant in similar systems with a large
JDOS due to parallel bands33 and could strengthen these
eﬀects.
Second, the peak in the JDOS for parallel band transitions is
a robust, geometrically determined function of θ alone. Our
data and theory suggest that θpeak of the G band enhancement
should be largely insensitive to factors such as the substrate,
variations in growth conditions, or small variations in strain.
This allows very precise optical determination of twist angle
with a tunable laser. In addition, wideﬁeld Raman imaging
allows rapid, spatially resolved identiﬁcation of tBLG domains
with a speciﬁc θfor instance, we can identify the bright
regions in Figure 1a as tBLG domains with θ = 12.5 +2.5/−1.2°
(for AG at least 2× larger than other BLG). As illustrated in
Figure 2b, θ can be speciﬁed with Eex, enabling future studies of

comparatively small, which further diminishes the eﬀect of
double resonance.
Second, we ﬁnd that parallel band transitions are optically
active for all participating states; their strength is maximum
(almost equivalent to that of SLG) near the degeneracy point
and monotonically decreases away from it, with a long tail.
Considering the large JDOS and Mop for parallel band
transitions (Figure 3b, right), we expect that they should
cause a measurable increase in both Raman intensity and
absorption (proportional to JDOS × |Mop|2),1 both at similar
excitation energies (Figure 4a). Previously, θ-dependent

Figure 4. (a) Tight binding calculation of absorption in 13.2° tBLG. In
comparison to two noninteracting single layer sheets, there is a peak
due to parallel band transitions. (b) G band (false color) and contrastenhanced reﬂection images of the same sample on Si/285 nm SiO2
(scale bar 2 μm). There is a small increase in contrast in the same
region and at the same wavelength where the G band is enhanced
(contrast plot is averaged over ∼1 μm, linear background subtracted).
(c) Image of the same region at 510 nm; the contrast disappears to
within the noise limit.

variations in optical conductivity of up to ∼50% were found
in tBLG26 but were not correlated with Raman data. As we
expect, for a domain that exhibits a strong G band
enhancement at λex = 532 nm, we observe a small contrast
increase on a Si/285 nm SiO2 substrate (contrast is
approximately proportional to absorption in this case26) at λ
= 530 nm (10 nm fwhm optical bandpass ﬁlter, see Figure 4b).
At λ = 510 nm, this contrast disappears to within the noise limit
(Figure 4c).
In contrast to the small increase in the absorption signal, the
G band enhancement is much stronger (Figures 4 and 1a). This
substantial increase is due to quantum interference eﬀects
particular to resonance Raman scattering.31,32 In general, every
possible Raman pathway has a phase, which has a diﬀerent
polarity depending on whether the excitation energy is above or
below the energy diﬀerence between the electronic states in the
resonant Raman transition; for a system with many available
states, these pathways can interfere constructively or
destructively. In single-layer graphene, for example, many
pathways interfere destructively due to the linear JDOS (Figure
3b), weakening the overall intensity.31,32 Near the parallel band
singularity in tBLG, on the other hand, many states with the
same energy diﬀerence should add constructively, leading to a
considerable G band enhancement at Eex ∼ Δ. To verify the
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production is under rapid development. In particular, it enables
precise, substrate-independent imaging of the twist angle. In
addition, Raman imaging serves as a probe of variations in
interlayer interactions, providing a unique tool for studying
eﬀects of external physical and chemical factors such as
pressure, intercalation, adsorbates, and temperature on bilayer
graphene and other layered materials. Furthermore, our
calculations suggest that parallel band optical transitions play
a key role in the optical properties of tBLG, which can be
further utilized in developing novel optical or optoelectronic
devices with properties highly tunable through control of twist
angle.

optical, electrical, and mechanical properties of tBLG at speciﬁc
angles on arbitrary substrates. We also note that the 2D Raman
intensity also provides valuable information about θ. As shown
in Figure 1b as well as in previous work,23 the 2D peak
intensity, width, and position all change rapidly near θpeak,
which deﬁnes a transition between high and low twist angle
regimes (Figure S9). While the point Raman spectra of SLG
and high angle (θ > θpeak) tBLG are diﬃcult to distinguish (in
part because the 2D/G ratio of high angle tBLG is similar to or
larger than that of SLG, see Figure S10), high angle tBLG is
easily identiﬁed with WRI (see Figure 1b) because the 2D
intensity is twice that of the surrounding SLG.
Finally, while θpeak only depends on Eex, the magnitude of the
G band enhancement and variations in 2D behavior are
sensitive to the degree of interaction between layers. Thus,
Raman imaging provides us with a tool to study tBLG materials
in diﬀerent interaction regimes on a large scale. To demonstrate
this, we examine two extreme cases: CVD-grown tBLG, which
is fully in contact, and two SLG layers transferred on top of
each other, which are in very loose contact and separated by
debris. Figure 5a shows a schematic of our sample; the artiﬁcial
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic of our sample and G band image showing
CVD and artiﬁcial bilayer regions. (b) Raman spectra of artiﬁcial and
CVD bilayer. The artiﬁcial bilayer has weak interlayer coupling, and its
Raman signature is almost identically 2× nearby SLG. Consistent with
the spectra, the artiﬁcial region disappears in a 2D/G ratio image
(scale bar 5 μm).
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